
Warren Historical Society

Minutes of August 1, 2018 Meeting

Present: Leon & Ellen Bruno, Zelda Lavanway, Rachel McCuin, Cindi Jones
and Jack Miner

The meeting was called to order at 5:10pm by President Lean.

Cindi gave the Treasurers Report: $3530.54

Lean said that the chair that is in the barn came from Dr. Shaw's home and
was donated by Vie and Ann Dumas who supplied a copy of Dr. Shaw's bio
that appeared in the Valley phone book a few years ago.

Leon suggested that we take pictures of the items Ken Blair donated that are
currently in the attic of the barn so that they can be displayed on the digital
picture frame.

Cindi indicated that there is a lot of stuff from the Grange behind the
upstairs stage of the Town Hall that needs to be sorted out. We need to
clean the new display cases and Lean said he would try to find some keys for
the cases.

Cindi said she would contact the Valley Reporter about doing an article about
the WHS and all our activities with pictures, hopefully. It would be nice to
promote an open house with the article.

Since our meeting, Cindi has worked with the Warren School to schedule a
time to unroll the flag which has been stored under the stage and fold it to a
size that will fit in the new display case in the barn. We will meet at the
school at l:00pm on Friday, August 10th.

Jack will make a framework to hold the 20 "flip" display frames Leon got to
display our paper maps, posters and photos.

I did some research on the mystery object that Ken Blair donated and it
turns out to be a ram pump; a water pump powered by gravity.

Respectfully submitted,

Jack Miner, Secretary


